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The Clean Development Mechanism - background

• A “flexible mechanism” of the Kyoto Protocol:

 Reducing overall cost of mitigation action for Parties with 
emission reduction commitments.

 Promoting low-carbon, sustainable development in CDM host 
countries.

• The first undertaking of its kind in the world. The first truly global 
mechanism in a carbon market.
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The Clean Development Mechanism - achievements
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In just 10 years:

 Over 7,700 registered projects and programmes
 1.5 billion Certified Emission Reductions issued 
 Approximately US$215 billion investment
 US190 million contribution to Adaptation Fund
 200 GW of installed renewable energy capacity
 155 countries involved

The problem is not lack of tools or oversupply of 
CERs (credits or offsets), it is an issue of lack of 

global ambition.



The Clean Development Mechanism - achievements
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But CDM also:
• Identified low-hanging fruits, low-cost options for 

mitigation.
• Attracted private sector investment.
• Promoted private sector creativity.
• Developed capacity to implement mitigation 

opportunities, in the developing world in particular.
• Helped placed climate change mitigation in the agenda 

of developing countries.

And most importantly:

CDM showed that the low-cost mitigation opportunities 
worldwide are more abundant than we had anticipated.



Potential of the CDM
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Potential for mitigation is significant.

8 billion 
tons



The pre-2020 mitigation ambition gap
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“The Emissions Gap Report” (2014) by UNEP:

 Target of 2°C temperature increase above pre-industrial 
levels.

 Comparison between pledges by countries and science.
 Current global action is not enough.
 At least 20 billion tons of CO2 up to 2020.
 Gap is more difficult to close as time passes.
 Some important areas for low-cost, pre-2020 action 

include CDM successful areas such as methane 
abatement, renewable energy and energy efficiency.

CDM has the potential to contribute significantly to 
close this gap.



CDM to unlock pre-2020 mitigation ambition
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Potential uses of the CDM to unlock ambition:

• Enhanced pre-2020 pledges by governments, 
incorporating a CDM component.

• Voluntary cancellation of CERs by governments and other 
stakeholders.

• Use of CDM to deliver results based finance (RBF) in 
priority, low-cost mitigation sectors.



Nurturing demand for CDM and CERs
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 The global community is losing CDM projects, project participants, designated 
operational entities, expertise, confidence…

 CDM Executive Board decided in 2014/15 CDM Business Plan to nurture 
demand for CDM and CERs, and approved a number of activities to this end. 

 Main activities include:

 Promotion of voluntary use of CERs among private sector.

 Awareness raising about potential use of CDM in compliance markets.

 Facilitation of voluntary cancellation of CERs.

 Development of communication tools.



In conclusion

Countries should not be afraid of high mitigation ambition, pre or 
post-2020:

 The potential for mitigation to close the 2020 gap at reasonable 
cost exists, and CDM can help mobilize a significant portion of it. 

 CDM is a successful tool, tested, improved and apt to be further 
evolved as required.

 CDM is a crucible for mitigation action, promoting development 
and attracting finance, all of which we will need pre- and post-
2020.
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Let’s increase the ambition!
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